Fashion forward

ERIC Villency’s passion for encouraging emerging fashion designers was inherited from his grandpa, Maurice Villency, the furniture tycoon who promoted artists. Celebrating a group of young couturiers at Bobo restaurant the other night with Eric were his wife Kimberly Guilfoyle, Details editor Dan Peres and his actress wife, Sarah Wynter, as well as Diana Picasso, Richard Turley, Lily Band and ABC-TV correspondent Gigi Stone with NBC talking head Peter Alexander.

Sightings

KEVIN (“Entourage”) Connolly in an untucked, white windowpane shirt and khaki pants at Sunday Mass at the Good Shepherd Roman Catholic Church in Beverly Hills . . . ANDER-SON Cooper deplaning the shuttle in DC and waiting patiently for an attractive Hispanic man who had sat in the back of the plane while Cooper sat in the front.

Keri Russell and hubby Shane Dary brave the cold weather to run some errands in Brooklyn yesterday. Splash News
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